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Nothing Could Stop Me 
From Learning… 

Mayank Gupta 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

Nor I’m going to stop, 

No matter I’d face the endearment of laziness 

Or a messy catastrop’. 

 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

Nor anyone would be able to stop, 
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Neither any outbreak or disaster or epidemic could 
stop me 

Nor could any pandemic. 

 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

Even if it’s stronger than me, 

For, neither I want to stop 

Nor the learning wants me to stop. 

 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

Nor I'm going to stop, 

It's like an ocean and a fish 

Who don't want their chats to finish. 

 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

For there are many means, 

If the situation doesn't allow for the first 

There are still other means. 

 

Nothing could stop me from learning 

Nor anyone will be able to stop, 

Until there occurs a day and a night 

And the birds and animals bide. 
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Mayank Gupta 
Mayank Gupta is a talented budding poet whose work 
delves into the unyielding spirit of learning, finds 
inspiration as evidenced in his heartening poem "Nothing 
Could Stop Me From Learning". Amid the challenges and 
disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
teenage writer passionately portrays the unwavering 
pursuit of knowledge with determination. MAYANK 
skilfully emphasizes the unstoppable nature of the human 
thirst for knowledge and social growth. 
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We publish book releases, Press Release about books 
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